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ABSTRACT
This work covers the behavior of crimped cold-formed steel C-section beams
under flexural loading. The specific beam shape that was tested was 600S162-54. The
crimps were placed in the flange and web of the beam to curve the beam. Three crimp
sizes were tested: 0.5 degree, 1.5 degree, and 3.0 degree. In construction practice, the
company placed a reinforcing steel band that overlapped the crimped areas to restore
strength. These various crimp degrees were tested to evaluate how much strength, if any,
was lost. The reinforcing steel band was tested simultaneously with the beam to evaluate
if its presence significantly increased the strength and ductility of the beam. The beams
were tested with the crimps on both the compression flange and the tension flange to
cover updraft and other upward vertical loads. Straight beams without crimps were used
as the control case, and both crimped and control specimens were evaluated for their
moment capacity, deflection limits, and the effective moment of inertia of the beam.
After testing, tables comparing the crimped beams’ moment and deflection
capacity and their effective moment of inertia compared to straight beams were created.
Based on the series of flexural tests, the deeper the crimp geometry extended into the
compression zone of the beam, the greater the loss of moment capacity, and the lower the
effective moment of inertia. Tables 5.1 through 5.5 along with Equations 2 through 7 are
meant to aid in the safe design of crimped cold-formed steel beams. Testing Standards
such as ASTM A370 and the SSMA Cold-Formed Steel Flexural Members were
followed, but with minor deviations because of the unique geometry of the crimped
beams.
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NOMENCLATURE
SYMBOL

DESCRIPTION

A

Cross-sectional area of the curved beam

Am

Integral of the change in area over the radius of the beam

B

Sum of primary and secondary crimp dimensions

C

Sum of primary, secondary, and Tertiary crimp dimensions

E

Modulus of Elasticity

I

Effective Moment of Inertia at service

L

Member Length

Mc

Moment capacity of beam with crimp in compression
flange

Mm

Ultimate Moment Capacity of Crimped Beam

Ms

Straight Beam Ultimate Moment Capacity

Mt

Moment capacity of beam with crimp in tension flange

Mult

Ultimate Applied Moment

a

Primary crimp Dimension

b

Secondary Crimp Dimension

b’i

Effective width of the inner flange of the beam

b’o

Effective width of the outer flange of the beam

c

Tertiary Crimp Dimension

d

Beam depth

dc

Compression zone depth

r

Radius of curvature of the beam

ri

Radius of curvature of the innermost fiber

ro

Radius of curvature of the outermost fiber

tw

Thickness of the web

y

Moment arm

δ

Member service deflection

σt

Tension stress in the beam

σc

Compression stress in the beam

θc

Degree of crimp in compression flange

θt

Degree of crimp in tension flange

%B

% of dc that is occupied by B

1. INTRODUCTION
The subject of this thesis was the behavior of crimped cold-formed steel C-section
beams. The beams were created by placing a series of crimps in the top or bottom flanges
of the members. These crimped members are used for various curved shaped forms, due
to their economic benefits and ease in fabrication. Such members have been used in
archways, domes, and other architectural and decorative forms. The number of crimps
and the degree of bend differ depending on the length of the span, the amount of loading
required, and the desired architectural shape. The different degree bends that were tested
include 0.5, 1.5, and 3.0. These bend degrees were chosen by the manufacturer for
testing. A reinforcing band was also sometimes placed over the crimped section in an
attempt to recover lost capacity from the crimping process. This research focused on
testing the three degree bends previously mentioned as well as testing the crimped beams
with and without the reinforcing band. Only the 600S162-54 beam cross-section was
tested.
1.1. OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENT
A series of flexural tests were performed using a four-point bending
configuration. A diagram of this configuration can be seen in Figure 1.1. The test method
provided a visual analysis of the stresses in the flanges of the member. Testing for both
compression and tension in the crimped flange was accomplished by placing the crimp on
the top of the beam for compression flange testing, and on the bottom of the beam for
tension flange testing. The reason for the compression flange testing was to account for
the presence of uplift forces that would place the crimped flange of the beams in
compression. Besides uplift forces, the crimp could be placed in the compression flange

2
he column ccapital desiggn in Figuree 1.2. Testinng the
using alternattive designss, such as th
crrimp in the tension flan
nge simulateed normal grravity loads that are exxperienced dduring
th
he constructiion phase, an
nd service liffe of a typic al structure.

Figure 1.1
1 Four-Poiint Bending

Fiigure 1.2 Beam Configurration that P
Places Crimpps in Compreession
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The particular subject of study of these crimped cold-formed steel beams was the
reduction in moment capacity and serviceability as a result of the crimping process. The
variables in the study were: the degree of the bend, the presence of a reinforcing strap,
and if the crimp is on the compression or tension flange. The reduction in moment
capacity that was caused by these variables was tabulated, and strength reduction factors
were tabulated for safe design. The serviceability of the crimped beams was also
assessed, and whether further restrictions were necessary to limit service deflections. The
serviceability of the beams was evaluated for design by calculating the effective moment
of inertia of the crimped beams. Thus, the following C-section configurations were
tested:


Straight member



Curved member with crimp in tension



Curved member with crimp in compression



Curved member with crimp in tension reinforced by a strap



Curved member with crimp in compression reinforced by a strap

1.2. OVERVIEW OF ANALYSIS
The data that was gained from the experiments was analyzed to calculate the total
moment that was applied to each C-section beam at failure. The maximum moment for
the straight beams were considered the baseline for comparison. A ratio of the moment
capacity for crimped beams to straight beams was calculated for each configuration. This
ratio was used to create strength reduction factors for the capacity of the various crimp
degrees while taking into account if the crimp was in compression or tension. The
crimped beams’ serviceability was also analyzed, using the applied loads and deflections
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to calculate the effective moment of inertia of the crimped beams. The effective moment
of inertia was tabulated for each beam and was intended for use in the serviceability
checks for beam design. A table was created which shows how the beam types perform
against deflection requirements L/180, L/240, and L/360 at service level loads. Service
level loads were defined as loading that resulted in 60% of the ultimate moment capacity.
The deflections in the serviceability analysis were conservative results compared to inplace construction. The experiment was conducted using rollers, but in construction and
design practice, semi-rigid connections are used. Pinned and fixed connections would
have experienced smaller deflections than those seen in this experiment. Once a
correlation was seen between the ultimate moment capacity and the values of certain
dimensions of the crimp, equations were created to predict the capacity of intermediate
crimp degrees. Lastly, in an attempt to compare the moment capacity of the crimped
beams to that of curved beams, two different methods for evaluating the moment capacity
of curved beams were demonstrated. The results yielded unreasonable values when
compared to the experimental ultimate moment capacities of crimped beams with similar
radii.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review for this thesis yielded some related works. There have been
previously related studies done on the behavior of curved beams, and this information can
be found in Advanced Mechanics of Materials [Boresi 2003]. The challenge is that the
theories address continuous curved beams. The beams in this experiment were made to
curve by a crimping process, but the beam was straight between the crimped areas.
Similar research has been done in the past on corrugated steel panels [Jorgenson 1973]
[Jorgenson 1982] which are created by a similar process. These panels are used as
structural siding for buildings such as barns and other low importance structures. These
studies of corrugated panels; however, do not address the behavior of crimped beams.
There has also been research done on cold-formed steel curved panels [Sivakumaran
2000] [Xu 2001], but these works, while helpful, are not applicable to the behavior of
crimped beams. The Society for Automotive Engineers have also done research on curved
beams, in which more specific, less general, curved geometries were analyzed. The
Winkler-Bach equation was also created to predict the moment capacity of curved beams,
but none of these theories are applicable to the special geometry of crimped beams. The
loading and geometry of these structural members is unique to this particular research.
Searching for prior studies of crimped cold-formed steel beams has yielded minimal
related research.
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3. METHODOLOGY
The bending of curved beams was not explicitly covered by any particular testing
standard, but because the curvature of the beams was limited by the length of the
specimens, testing standards for straight beams were easily adapted for use with crimped
beams. ASTM A370 was used for testing definitions and methodology, as well as for the
coupon testing which verified the strength of the steel. The testing setup used for the
bending test of the beams was hydraulic and complies with the requirements in ASTM
E4. The machine operated by specifying a deflection rate for the beams, which it then
followed while measuring the applied load. The Steel Stud Manufacturers Association
(SSMA) Cold-Formed Steel Flexural Members Test Procedure was used as the basic
guideline for the entire setup of the test, although variations were made because of the
crimps which are detailed below. The SSMA guideline specified the use of C-section
beams and outlined the proper interval of the bracing angles, depending on the design
parameter that was being tested. Using this procedure, two beams were tested per
specimen, which allowed for a shorter testing phase.
3.1. TENSILE COUPON TEST SETUP
The tensile coupon tests were completed following the specifications in ASTM
A370. The zinc coating was removed using a 10% solution of hydrochloric acid. The
coupons were cut from one of the beams after the beam was tested. The portion of the
beam that the coupons were cut from was not in the pure moment zone, and therefore had
not failed during beam testing. All of the beams were produced from the same coil of
steel, so each beam had approximately the same strength properties. The tension tests
were performed on an MTS 880, which was displacement controlled, and the applied
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Figure
teension load was measurred. The typical coupon tensile test setup can bbe seen in F
3.1. The first coupon wass pulled at a rate of 0.0663 inches/miinute until yyielding occuurred.
After
A
yielding
g occurred, the
t rate of pu
ull was increeased to 0.125 inches/m
minute to deccrease
th
he amount of time neeeded for tessting. For tthe second and third ttests, the raate of
deflection waas increased to 0.3 inchees/minute affter yieldingg to decreasee the time neeeded
fo
or the test. The
T data sho
owed that thiis change inn the displaccement rate ddid not affecct the
am
mount of loaad needed to
o yield or ru
upture the m
material nor w
was the maxximum defleection
afffected.

Fig
gure 3.1 Typiical Tensile C
Coupon Testt Setup
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T
SETU
UP
3.2. BEAM TEST
The designated
d
size of the beaams was 6000S162-54. T
This means tthat each meember
was
w a C-secttion with an
n edge stiffen
ner, a nominnal depth off 6 inches, a nominal fflange
width
w
of 1.62
25 inches, an
nd a minimu
um deliveredd material thhickness of 00.054 inchess. The
th
hickness thatt was measu
ured was 0.0
0566 inches. All other diimensions w
were within 1/32”
of the nominaal dimension
ns. A series of
o tensile cooupon tests w
were perform
med to verifyy that
he yield streength of thee steel was a minimum
m of 50 ksii. Testing reevealed the yield
th
sttrength of th
he steel wass 50.5 ksi. Each
E
beam w
was 72 inchhes long, annd each speccimen
co
onsisted of 2 beams. The
T beams were conneected face-too-face with 1” x 1” x 1/8”
alluminum an
ngles. The an
ngles were 6 inches lonng, which coorresponds too the side-too-side
distance of the
t
assemblled specimeen. An exam
mple of a longitudinall view of bbeam
sp
pecimen can
n be seen in
n Figure 3.2.. A section vview of the beam speciimen is show
wn in
Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.2 Longitud
dinal View oof Beam Testt Specimen
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Figure 3.3 Secction View oof Beam Specimen

Variattions made to the SSM
MA guidelinees are as foollows. On the compreession
w
the pu
ure bendingg zone, the aaluminum anngles were pplaced
fllanges of thee specimen within
att 6 inch inteervals. The pure
p
bending
g zone was llocated betw
ween the twoo load pointss that
were
w
placed on the beaam. Due to the spacingg of the crrimps, the 3 inches spacing
reequirement as
a specified by the SSM
MA guidelinne was modiified to 6 innches. The aangles
were
w
spaced 18 inches apart
a
on the tension sidee of the beaam, at eitherr end of the pure
bending zonee. The 12 incch SSMA gu
uideline was not followed because off the geomettry of
th
he beams. Th
he length off the pure ben
nding zone ddid not allow
w for a 12 innch spacing aalong
with
w
symmettry around the pure bending
b
zonne. The im
mportance off symmetry was
co
onsidered, so
s that each
h half-length
h of the beaam behaves the same aas the other halfleength. Anoth
her set of an
ngles were placed
p
12 innches from tthe end of thhe beam to resist
to
orsional buckling on thee tension and compressiion flanges. Web stiffenner brackets were
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screw attached to the exterior sides of each beam under each of the load points to restrict
web crippling. Wooden blocks were attached with screws to the interior of the beams
under the load points to reduce local buckling. The beams were tested using the simple
span condition. This was accomplished by placing rollers at both ends of the member, and
using clamps to restrain the beam to the rollers. Because of this connection configuration,
the connection was idealized as a roller. The beams had a four-point loading
configuration. The reason for the 4-point loading configuration was to create the pure
moment zone in the interior of the beam’s span. This pure moment zone, ideally, had no
shear stress present, so the effects of shear were neglected. An example of the typical test
set-up for straight and curved beams can be seen in Figures 3.4.

This four-point

configuration creates a constant moment region in the mid-section of the beam between
the two point loads.
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Figure 3.4
4 Typical Beaam Test Setuup

The fiirst tests werre done using
g a load ratee of 0.01 inchh/minute, buut these testss took
an
n unreasonaable amount of time, an
nd producedd an excessiive amount of data. Forr this
reeason the loaading rate was
w changed to 0.02 inchh/minute. Affter analyzinng the data, iit was
decided that the
t increased
d loading ratte had no eff
ffect on the vvalidity of thhe test. A tootal of
d in bending
g, where eacch specimenn consisted of two C-seection
31 specimenss were tested
beams, for a total
t
of 62 beeams tested.
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Figuree 3.5 shows the layout for
fo crimps pllaced in the ttension flangge of the beaam in
th
he pure mom
ment zone of
o the beam
m. In the piccture can bee seen the pplacement oof the
alluminum an
ngles to prev
vent lateral movement in the tension flange aand compreession
fllange, as weell as the reinforcement band that w
was placed oover the crim
mped area. F
Figure
3.6 shows th
he corresponding view
w of the purre moment region witth crimps inn the
co
ompression flange. It caan be seen in
n these pictuures that the aluminum aangle spacingg was
in
ndependent of
o the locatiion of the crrimps, and w
was dependeent upon whhich flange oof the
beam was exp
periencing compression stress.

Figure
F
3.5 Teension Flangge Crimp Laayout
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Figure 3.6 Com
mpression Flaange Crimp Layout
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4. RESULTS
The results of the experimentation showed that the degree of crimp greatly
affected the ultimate moment capacity and the effective moment of inertia of the beam. In
general, a larger degree of crimp meant a greater reduction in capacity, with the exact
behavior differing when the crimp was placed in the compression or tension flange.
When the crimp was in the compression flange, the decrease in the ultimate moment
capacity of the beam began at more rapid rate than if the crimp was in the tension flange.
The presence of the reinforcing band increased the moment capacity of the beams
between approximately 2%-7%, with the single exception being the 1.5 degree crimp in
compression which saw a 33% increase in its moment capacity. Another exception was
the 0.5 degree crimp in compression with the reinforcing band which experienced a 2%
decrease in its moment capacity. The accompanying graphs in the Appendix are "Moment
vs. Deflection" instead of "Load vs. Deflection" because the moment arm varied slightly
between 24 inches and 22.5 inches due to changes in the setup between experiments. To
account for this variance of the moment arm, the applied moment was calculated to more
accurately represent the moment capacity of the beams.
4.1. TENSILE COUPON TESTS
The coupons yielded above 2,000 lb. of force, and ruptured at roughly 2,800 lb. of
force. After yielding, the coupons had a large amount of deflection that continued until
strain hardening began, and then the strength increased once again until rupture occurred
in the coupon. The yield strength of the tensile coupons was approximately 50.5 ksi. The
behavior of the coupons in tension was uniform, and for this reason only a typical StressStrain Diagram is included in Figure 4.1, instead of all three coupons. The data from
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hese coupon
n tests verifieed that the minimum
m
yieeld strengthh of the beam
ms in the fleexural
th
teests was 50 ksi,
k and that their rupturee strength w
was 65 ksi.

Figure 4.1 Typical
T
Stress-Strain Diaagram of a T
Tensile Couppon

4.2. TYPICA
AL FAILUR
RE MODES
The mode
m
of faillure for the beams was local bucklling. If the ccrimp was iin the
teension flang
ge, the typiccal location for the locaal buckling was directlyy under the load
point. Under the load poiint the flangee buckled doownward, annd next to thhe load pointt, just
nside the purre moment reegion, the flange buckleed upward. A picture of tthis failure can be
in
seeen in Figurre 4.2. The presence of the band did not affeect the failuure mode foor the
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beams. Whetther the rein
nforcing ban
nd was preseent or not, tthe beam stiill failed in local
bu
uckling directly under th
he load pointt.

Figure 4.2
4 Typical Failure
F
of Crrimp in Tenssion Flange

n the crimp was
w in the compression
c
n flange, thee local buckkling always took
When
place at one of
o the crimp locations. This
T failure aalso took plaace very graadually, insteead of
th
he sudden faailure that th
he beam exp
perienced whhen the crim
mp was in thhe tension flange.
The
T crimp accted as a preedetermined failure poinnt for the loaading, and aas load increeased,
th
he crimp deeepened. Afteer the crimp
p reached a m
maximum alllowable loaad the beam
m only
deflected furtther withoutt taking any more load. A picture oof this failurre can be seeen in
Figure 4.3. Th
he presence of the band over the crim
mps did nott change the mode or loccation
urred at the crimp.
c
The addditional faiilure that toook place wheen the
of the failure;; it still occu
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was that the reinforcing band
reeinforcing band was plaaced over thee compressiion crimps w
allso buckled
d in compreession. This failure toook place sim
multaneouslyy with the local
bu
uckling at th
he crimp. Th
his buckling of the reinfoorcing band ttook place bbetween the rrivets
which
w
held th
he band to the
t beam. This
T
bucklingg failure of the reinforccing band caan be
seeen in Figuree 4.4.

3 Typical Faiilure of Crim
mp in Comprression Flangge
Figure 4.3
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Figuree 4.4 Typicall Failure of Crimp
C
in Co mpression w
with Reinforccing Band

4.3. 0.5 DEG
GREE CRIM
MP
When
n placed in teension, the crimp
c
of the 0.5 degree bbend beam ccaused little to no
reeduction in ultimate
u
mom
ment capacitty. This is shhown in Figuure 4.5. Thee ultimate appplied
moment
m
on the
t 0.5 degree crimped beam, both with and w
without the rreinforcing bband,
was
w approxim
mately 45 kiip-in. This was
w similar to the ultim
mate momennt capacity oof the
sttraight beam
m. The 0.5 degree crim
mped beam's deflection w
was increaseed relative tto the
sttraight beam
m, and the beeam deflecteed more thaan twice as ffar as the strraight beam
m. The
crrimped beam
m reached its ultimate moment cappacity of 455 kip-in afteer 0.65 inchhes of
deflection, ass opposed to
o 0.3 inches for the str
traight beam
m. During looading, the bbeam
deflected dow
wnward and
d the crimp was
w graduallly pulled ouut, which reeduced the ccrimp
siize until the crimp becam
me non-exisstent. When the beam deeflected to thhe point of bbeing
prractically strraight, then the beam beegan to buckkle under thhe loading inn much the same
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way
w a straigh
ht beam wou
uld in local buckling unnder the loadd points in tthe pure bennding
zo
one of the beeam.

Fig
gure 4.5 0.5 Degree
D
Crim
mp in Tensionn Fiber

The presence
p
of the
t band oveer the crimpp when the ccrimp was inn tension diid not
siignificantly increase the ultimate mo
oment capaccity of the beeam, but the reinforcing band
did decrease the
t amount of
o deflection
n at the ultim
mate load. Thhe beam still failed at 455 kipn, but it reacched the ultim
mate momen
nt at 0.6 incches instead of 0.65 inchhes. Also, innstead
in
of straighteniing out entireely before taaking on its ultimate loaad, the beam
m resisted thee load
im
mmediately and
a failed in
n local bucklling before thhe beam wass completelyy straight.
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When
n the 0.5 deg
gree crimped
d beam wass placed in ccompressionn flange, botth the
beam’s mom
ment capacity
y, and resisttance to defflection werre reduced. The behaviior of
th
hese beams can be seeen in Figu
ure 4.6. Thhe compresssion flangee crimped bbeam
ex
xperienced a greater am
mount of deflection beforre reaching iits ultimate m
moment capacity,
ab
bout 0.4 inches instead of 0.3 inchees. Along wiith this increeased deflecttion, the ultiimate
moment
m
capaacity was decreased
d
to approximaately 35 kipp-in. With thhe crimp onn the
co
ompression flange of th
he beam, thee crimp wass a predeterrmined point of failure. This
faailure point at the crim
mp allowed for
f a graduaal failure in which the crimp deepened,
which
w
alloweed for greaterr deflection as
a comparedd to the straigght beam.

Figuree 4.6 0.5 Deg
gree Crimp iin Compresssion Fiber
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The presence of the reinforcing band over the crimp on the compression flange
did not reveal any noticeable increase in the beam’s moment capacity, and Figure 4.6
actually indicates a decline both in the beam’s ultimate moment capacity, and resistance
to deflection. The ultimate moment was still found to be 35 kip-in for the beam, and the
beam achieved this failure at 0.4 inches of deflection. The beam failed by folding around
the crimp, but there was an additional failure in the reinforcing band. When in
compression, the reinforcing band buckled over the point of crimping in the beam
simultaneously with the folding around the crimp.
4.4. 1.5 DEGREE CRIMP
The 1.5 degree bend crimp in the tension flange had roughly the same behavior as
the 0.5 degree crimp in the tension flange, although the deflection at failure was larger.
This similarity can be seen in Figure 4.7. The 1.5 degree crimped beams, both with and
without the reinforcing band, had approximately the same ultimate moment capacity as
the straight beam, 45 kip-in. The 1.5 degree crimp yielded at approximately the same
amount of loading as the straight beam before it failed in local buckling in the pure
bending zone. This behavior resulted in a higher deflection, approximately 38.5% more
than the 0.5 degree crimp in tension. The deflection at ultimate loading was
approximately 0.9 inches, compared to 0.3 inches for the straight beam.
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Fig
gure 4.7 1.5 Degree
D
Crim
mp in Tensionn Fiber

The in
nclusion of the reinforccing band ovver the 1.5 ddegree crim
mps in the tennsion
fllange for the
t
beam slightly
s
inccreased the moment ccapacity off the beam
m, by
ap
pproximately
y 3.5% as can be seen
n in Figuree 4.7. The aamount of deflection aat the
ultimate applied momentt was also reeduced, simiilar to the deeflection redduction in thhe 0.5
ped beam wiith the reinfo
forcing bandd. The deflecction at the ultimate mooment
degree crimp
h the reinforrcing band was
w 0.7 inchhes instead oof 0.9 inchess for the crim
mped
caapacity with
beam withoutt the band.
When
n the 1.5 deegree crimp was in thee compressiion flange oof the beam
m, the
ultimate mom
ment capacitty was roug
ghly half thaat of the strraight beam.. A graph off this
beam’s behav
vior can be seen
s
in Figurre 4.8. The bbeam failed aat approxim
mately 22.5 kkip-in,
an
nd the associated deflection at faillure was 0.44 inches. Liike the 0.5 degree crim
mp in
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ompression, it failed graadually by folding
fo
arounnd the crimpp. When the reinforcing band
co
was
w present over
o
the crim
mps in the compression flange, the ultimate mooment capaciity of
th
he beam increased by ap
pproximately 33%, andd the amountt of deflection at failuree was
reeduced. The beam failed
d at approxiimately 30 kkip-in, and the deflectioon at failuree was
sllightly less than
t
0.4 inch
hes. The beaam still faileed at the poinnts of crimpping, but the band
faailed simultaaneously in a buckling faailure over thhe point of ccrimp.

Figuree 4.8 1.5 Deg
gree Crimp iin Compresssion Fiber

GREE CRIM
MP
4.5. 3.0 DEG
When
n the 3.0 degree crimp
p was in thhe tension flange, the beam graddually
wnward until it was pracctically straiight, then thee beam begaan to fail in local
deflected dow
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bu
uckling failu
ure. At 37.5 kip-in, thiss beam was the only onne with crim
mps in the tennsion
fllange that saaw a significant decreasee in ultimate moment cappacity, whenn compared tto the
0.5 and the 1.5 degree criimped beam
ms. The behaavior of the 33.0 degree crrimped beam
m can
be seen in Fiigure 4.9. Th
he deflection
n was also llarge, becausse the beam
m straighteneed out
before failuree. The deflecction at failu
ure was 1.655 inches. Thee presence oof the reinfoorcing
band over th
he crimps did reduce the deflecttion at faillure, but thhe band didd not
siignificantly increase
i
the beam’s ultim
mate momennt capacity.

Fig
gure 4.9 3.0 Degree
D
Crim
mp in Tensionn Fiber

When
n the 3.0 deegree crimp
p was in thee compressiion flange, the beam ffailed
grradually and
d there wasn
n't a sudden or
o peak mom
ment for thee point of faiilure. The beeam’s
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behavior can
n be seen in Figure 4.10. The applied looad reachedd its plateaau at
ap
pproximately
y 15 kip-in and the crim
mps folded under the ap
applied load.. When the bbeam
reeached this plateau, its deflection was
w approxiimately 0.4 inches. Thee presence oof the
reeinforcing band
b
over th
he crimps in
n the comprression flangge did increease the mooment
caapacity of th
he beam, butt this increase was not siggnificant.

Figuree 4.10 3.0 Deegree Crimp in Compresssion Fiber
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5. DISCUSSION
The effects of the crimps on the moment capacity of the beam, and the deflections
of the beams under loading were used to calculate the effective moment of inertia for the
crimped beams. The effects of the reinforcing band on the moment capacity and the
beam’s effective moment of inertia are also discussed. The results of the experimentation
showed that as the indentation of the crimp increased the beam’s ultimate moment
capacity and effective moment of inertia decreased. As the effective moment of inertia
decreased, the amount of deflection that occurred from the same amount of applied
moment increased. The amounts by which these properties decrease are discussed further.
Tables 5.1 through 5.4 tabulate the effects of the different crimps had on the beam’s
moment capacity and effective moment of inertia. Tables 5.5 through 5.7 and equations 2
through 7 give information that can be used to predict the ultimate moment capacity of
crimps other than 0.5, 1.5, or 3.0. This collection of tables will help with the safe design
with crimped cold-formed steel C-section beams in the future.
5.1 MOMENT CAPACITY
The goal of this research was to assess how the crimp affected the moment
capacity, and deflection capacity of the crimped beams when compared to straight beams.
The data showed that a small amount of crimping, such as 0.5, or 1.5 degree, on the
tension face of the beam did not greatly reduce the moment capacity of the beam,
although the deflection caused by the moment was increased. There was a general trend
that the deeper the geometry of the crimp descends into the compression zone of the
beam cross-section, the greater the loss of moment capacity. The 0.5 degree and 1.5
degree crimps in the tension flange did not significantly affect the moment capacity of the
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beam, but the 3.0 degree crimp in the tension flange did decrease the moment capacity.
There was an observed reduction in moment capacity of 1% between the 0.5 and 1.5
degree crimped beams in the tension flange, but the 3.0 degree crimped beam in the
tension flange saw a 16% reduction in its moment capacity when compared to the 0.5
degree crimped beam. This observation is further explored in Section 5.4. This trend also
followed the reasonable result that the deeper the crimp in the compression zone, the
greater the reduction in moment capacity. A tabulated list of beam types, their ultimate
moment capacity, service moment capacity, and the ratio of the crimped beam’s moment
capacity to that of a straight beam are presented in Table 5.1 below.

Table 5.1 Moment Capacity of Beam Types
Beam Type

Reinforcing Band

Straight
0.5/Compression
0.5/Compression
0.5/Tension
0.5/Tension
1.5/Compression
1.5/Compression
1.5/Tension
1.5/Tension
3.0/Compression
3.0/Compression
3.0/Tension
3.0/Tension

No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Ultimate Moment
Capacity (kip‐in)
43.72
32.79
34.54
45.47
46.34
21.42
30.17
45.03
45.47
14.43
15.3
38.04
38.47

Service Moment
Capacity (kip‐in)
26.23
19.67
20.72
27.28
27.80
12.85
18.10
27.02
27.28
8.66
9.18
22.82
23.08

Ratio of Moment Capacity of
Beam to Straight Beam
1.00
0.75
0.79
1.04
1.06
0.49
0.69
1.03
1.04
0.33
0.35
0.87
0.88

There was no significant increase in moment capacity from the presence of the
reinforcing band of the 0.5 degree crimp or 1.5 degree crimped beams when the crimp
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was in the tension flange. This was demonstrated by the fact that the ultimate moment
capacity for both of these beam types was 45 kip-in, regardless of whether the reinforcing
band was present or not, as can be seen in Figure 4.5 and 4.7. This behavior probably
occurred because the typical failure mode for these cases was local buckling in the
compression flange and this failure mode is not restrained by the presence of a
reinforcing band on the tension flange of the beam.
In the case where a 0.5 degree crimp was placed in the compression flange then
there was significant loss of moment capacity, which decreased from 45 kip-in for the
straight beam to 35 kip-in. This was nearly a 25% reduction in moment capacity for the
0.5 degree crimp in compression. When the band was present on the 0.5 degree
compression crimp, then the data actually showed a decrease in moment capacity,
although it was not significant. This probably occurs because the reinforcing band failed
before the beam did, and its buckling preempted the failure of the beam.
When a 1.5 degree crimp was placed in the compression flange of the beam a
more significant decrease in moment capacity took place, which dropped the moment
capacity from 45 kip-in for a straight beam to 22.5 kip-in for the crimped beam. This
amounted to a 50% reduction in moment capacity for a 1.5 degree crimp in the
compression flange. This was a very significant drop in moment capacity. When the
reinforcing band was present, then there was an increase in moment capacity up to 30
kip-in. This was the only beam type in which a significant increase in moment capacity
occurred from the presence of the reinforcing band. The reason appeared to be that the
reinforcing band’s compression capacity was approximately the same as the compression
capacity of the 1.5 degree crimp area, so that instead of the beam or the band failing
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before the other, they shared the stress and allowed for a higher moment capacity before
failure occurred. This is merely a hypothesis, and further research should be done to
explain why this beam type was the one that increased its ultimate moment capacity when
the reinforcing band was present.
When a 3.0 degree crimp was placed in the tension flange of the beam, then there
was a reduction in the moment capacity from 45 kip-in to approximately 37.5 kip-in. This
was approximately a 15% reduction in moment capacity for the 3.0 degree crimp in
tension. This reduction in capacity in the 3.0 degree crimp beam occurred, because the
stress of the 3.0 degree crimp extended deep enough into the beam that the locations
under the crimp became a point of localized failure. When the 3.0 degree crimp was in
the tension flange the geometry of the crimp was deep enough to extend into the
compression zone of the beam. This caused local buckling to occur more quickly The
presence of the band did not significantly increase the moment capacity of the beam,
although in Figure 4.9, after the first drop in moment capacity occurred, a spike in
moment capacity was observed. After the beam had failed in local buckling and the
reinforcing band had not yet yielded, the reinforcing band took the stress from the beam,
and allowed a momentary increase in the beam’s moment capacity before it buckled.
When the 3.0 degree crimp was placed in the compression flange of the beam,
then its moment capacity was reduced to 15 kip-in from 45 kip-in. This was a 66%
reduction in moment capacity for the 3.0 degree crimp in the compression flange
compared to the straight beam. This reduction in moment capacity occurred because the
deeper crimp geometry descended into the compression zone of the beam. The presence
of the reinforcing band over the crimped area of the beam increased the moment capacity
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by 7%. This increase in moment capacity could be attributed to the reinforcing band,
which had not buckled like the rest of the beam due to the crimping process.
The general trend for the crimped beams was that the deeper the crimp geometry
extended into the compression zone of the beam, the greater the loss in moment capacity.
When the crimp was in the compression flange, it acted as a predetermined failure point.
It was observed that the area around the crimp was weakest, and failure often occurred
there. When the crimp was in the tension flange, the resulting tensile stresses uncrimped
the tension flange and returned the beam to a relatively straight shape. If the tension
flange crimp extended into the compression zone of the beam, such as the 3.0 degree
tension crimp, then a loss of moment capacity occurred. The presence of the steel
reinforcing band was found to have a minimal effect on the restoration of the lost moment
capacity of the beam. The exception was when the 1.5 degree crimp was in the
compression flange. In this instance, the steel reinforcing band did significantly increase
the moment capacity of the beam.
5.2 MOMENT OF INERTIA
For an accurate calculation of the expected deflection at service in design, the
moment of inertia was necessary. The moment of inertia was calculated from the load and
deflection data. The effective moment of inertia decreased as the crimp degree became
larger. This trend was true for both the crimps in the compression flange and the tension
flange. The moment of inertia was typically lower when the crimp was on the tension
flange of the beam, compared to the compression flange. The presence of the reinforcing
band increased the effective moment of inertia of the beam; however, the amount by
which the band increased the moment of inertia of the beam was not consistent. The
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effective moment of Inertia was calculated using service level loads before yielding
began taking place. As the steel yields and strain-hardening begins, the modulus of
elasticity decreases, so service level loads were used to avoid this change in the modulus
of elasticity. Equation 1 was used to calculate the effective moment of inertia at each
beam, depending upon its ultimate moment, and the amount of deflection that was seen at
service level loads. The moment of inertia values for crimped beams and straight beam
are given in Table 5.2.

0.6

3

4

/ 24

(1)

Table 5.2 Moment of Inertia by Beam Type
4

Beam Type
Reinforcing Band Moment of Inertia (in )
Straight
No
2.45
0.5/Compression
No
1.87
0.5/Compression
Yes
2.05
0.5/Tension
No
1.72
0.5/Tension
Yes
1.99
1.5/Compression
No
1.75
1.5/Compression
Yes
1.84
1.5/Tension
No
1.29
1.5/Tension
Yes
1.73
3.0/Compression
No
0.99
3.0/Compression
Yes
1.14
3.0/Tension
No
0.5
3.0/Tension
Yes
1.46

Itest/Istraight
1
0.76
0.84
0.70
0.81
0.71
0.75
0.53
0.71
0.40
0.47
0.20
0.60
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The strength reduction factors were determined by the relation of the crimped
beams’ moment capacity to the moment capacity of the straight beam, which can be seen
in Table 5.1. Based on the experimental results the strength reduction factors can be seen
in Table 5.3. These values should be applied to the allowable yield moment capacity of a
straight beam to account for the effect of the crimp in safe design. The strength reduction
factors are based solely on the research, and further study should be done to refine these
factors and verify that they are accurate.

Table 5.3 Strength Reduction Factors
Curvature

Tension

Compression

Flange

Flange

(degree)

Crimp

Crimp

0.5

1

0.75

1.5

1

0.5

3

0.86

0.33

5.3. DEFLECTION
For the deflections of the beams under service loads the general trend was that the
deeper the crimp geometry descended into the beam the larger the amount of deflection
that occurred for a given applied moment. Deflections were generally smaller at service
loads if the crimp was in the compression flange of the beam. While the steel reinforcing
band did not have a significant impact on the moment capacity of the beams, the band did
generally decrease the amount of deflection that occurred at service loads. This was
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attributed to the increase in the effective moment of inertia that occurred because of the
band. The tension flange crimp beams showed a higher deflection than the compression
crimps because the tension stresses pulled the crimp out of the beam before significant
amounts of load were carried. This allowed for large deflections early in the service life
of the beam.
A minimum standard for the allowable deflections, L/180, was selected. For the
experimentation length of 6 feet, this amounted to a maximum allowable deflection of 0.4
inches at service loads. The service load was defined as the moment that was applied to
the beam at 60% of the beams maximum moment capacity before failure. For the L/180
criteria, the only beam type that did not pass was the 3.0 degree crimped beam in tension
without the reinforcing band. This was not surprising because these beams had large
displacements, and became nearly straight, before they took on a significant amount of
load. At 0.87 inches, the 3.0 degree crimped beam’s deflection was more than double the
allowable deflection. Based on this observation, use of the 3.0 degree crimp in the tension
flange without a reinforcing band is not recommended.
Another beam that nearly failed the L/180 deflection limit of 0.4 inches was the
1.5 degree crimp in tension without the reinforcing band. This beam type had service
deflections of 0.397, barely passing the allowable limit. Because of this, the use of the 1.5
degree crimp in tension without the band is also not recommended.
An intermediate deflection limit of L/240, or 0.3 inches, was used to further
assess the restrictions on the use of these beams. Several more beam types failed this
requirement, and a common occurrence in the experimentation phase was that one test of
the beam type would fail this requirement, but the other test passed the requirement. If
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the average of the two beams’ deflections at service load was below the requirement, then
the beam was stated to have passed the requirement. The beam types that failed the L/240
requirement were: 0.5 degree crimp in tension without the reinforcing band, the 1.5
degree crimp in tension both with and without the band, and the 3.0 degree crimp in
tension both with and without the reinforcing band. The beams would become nearly
straight before resisting a significant amount of load, and as a result revealed large
deflections during experimentation. Based on the observation that most beams failed in
deflection when compared to an allowable deflection of L/240, it is recommended not to
use similar beams for applications requiring allowable deflections smaller then L/180.
For the instance of strict deflection requirements, a maximum deflection of L/360,
0.2 inches for the experiment, was selected. The 0.5 degree crimp in compression with
the reinforcing band and the 1.5 and 3.0 degree crimp in compression, both with and
without the reinforcing band, passed this requirement. The beams passed the L/360
service load deflection because of their low ultimate moment capacity, thus decreasing
the beam’s moment of inertia that occurred from the crimps. The 0.5 crimp in
compression with the reinforcing passed due to its increased moment of inertia that the
reinforcing band provided. The straight beam narrowly failed due to its high moment to
and it exceeded its allowable deflection. A list of beam types and their deflection criteria
results are shown in Table 5.4. These beam deflection criteria results will change for
different beam lengths.
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Table 5.4 Deflection Criteria Results
Beam Type
Reinforcing Band Service Deflection (in)
Straight
No
0.2
0.5/Compression
No
0.194
0.5/Compression
Yes
0.19
0.5/Tension
No
0.302
0.5/Tension
Yes
0.264
1.5/Compression
No
0.14
1.5/Compression
Yes
0.19
1.5/Tension
No
0.397
1.5/Tension
Yes
0.302
3.0/Compression
No
0.16
3.0/Compression
Yes
0.154
3.0/Tension
No
0.86
3.0/Tension
Yes
0.301

L/180 (0.4 in.)
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fail
Pass

L/240 (0.3 in.)
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fail
Fail
Pass
Pass
Fail
Fail

L/360 (0.2in.)
Fail
Fail
Pass
Fail
Fail
Pass
Pass
Fail
Fail
Pass
Pass
Fail
Fail

5.4 MOMENT CAPACITY EQUATIONS FOR CRIMPED BEAMS
All of the failures that occurred in the crimped beams during testing occurred in
the compression flange. Because of this, the compression stress was critical regardless of
whether the crimps were placed in the tension or compression flange. If the crimps were
in the tension flange, then the moment capacity was not significantly affected, unless the
crimp was 3.0 degrees which resulted in the crimp’s geometry continuing deep into the
web of the beam. This reoccurring mode of failure led to the hypothesis, the decreased
moment capacity occurred specifically because the crimp’s geometry interfered with the
stress distribution in the compression zone of the web and the compression flange of the
beam. To test this hypothesis, measurements were taken of the different sections of the
crimp. The crimp geometry was separated into its “a”, “b”, and “c” dimensions. Table 5.5
and Figure 5.1 illustrate different parts of the crimp geometry and its sizes depending
upon the crimp degree.
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Tablle 5.5 Crimpp Measuremeents
Curvature
e/crimp
(degre
ees)
0
0.5
1.5
3

Crimp Measurementts

a (in)

b (in)

c (in)

0
0.132
0.178
0.358

0
0.878
0.806
0.663

0
2.064
2.181
2.544

Figure 5.1
5 Crimp D
Dimension D
Diagram

The crimp
c
geom
metry measurrements werre not affeccted by the presence oof the
reeinforcing band, so it iss not includeed as a factoor in Table 5.5. Along with these ccrimp
measurement
m
ts, the compression stresss at failure was calculaated for eachh beam typee, and
th
hese compreessive stress values weree used to callculate the loocation of thhe neutral axxis of
eaach crimped
d beam type. A summary of these callculations caan be found iin Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6 Compression Zone Size
Beam
0/NA
0.5/tension
0.5/tension
1.5/tension
1.5/tension
3/tension
3.0/tension
0.5/compression
0.5/compression
1.5/compression
1.5/compression
3.0/compression
3.0/compression

Reinforcing Band

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Compression Zone mpression zone that is affected by the dimAverage Maximum Moment
size (in)
%a
%B
%C
Moment (kip-in)
2.35
0
0
0
43.72
2.93
0
0
0.02
45.56
2.73
0
0
0.00
46.21
3.34
0
0
15.07
45.02
2.92
0
0
2.92
45.68
4.39
0
0
44.61
38.08
2.92
0
0
16.54
38.46
2.27
5.80
44.38
100.00
32.85
2.26
5.83
44.62
100.00
34.52
1.84
9.70
53.58
100.00
21.41
2.23
7.99
44.15
100.00
30.20
2.06
17.39
49.57
100.00
14.39
1.96
18.31
52.18
100.00
15.39

Where
%a = % of dc that is occupied by a
%B = % of dc that is occupied by B
%C = % of dc that is occupied by C
dc = depth of the compression zone

Different combinations of crimp geometry were paired to find a correlation, and
the best correlation which illustrated the relationship was between the ultimate moment
capacity and the percent amount that the B dimension penetrated in to the compression
zone of the beam’s web. The larger the amount of the B dimension that was in the
compression zone, the lesser the ultimate moment capacity of the beam. Figure 5.2 below
shows this correlation between the B dimension in the compression zone and the
corresponding ultimate moment capacity. Equation 2 was developed to predict the
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moment
m
capaacity of a beeam depending on the aamount of tthe B dimennsion. Equation 3
caalculates thee %B for th
he beam if the
t crimp iss in the tennsion flange,, and Equatiion 4
caalculates thee %B for the
t beam iff the crimp is located on the com
mpression flange.
Equation
E
5 caalculates dc, the compresssion zone ddepth, which is implemennted in Equaations
3 and 4.

ure 5.2 % off Crimp in Compression
C
Capacity
Figu
vs. Ultimatee Moment C

%

%

100%

(2)

(3)

39
%

100% 1

(4)

(5)

The amount of crimp geometry that is present in the compression zone of the
beam depends on whether or not the crimp is in the tension or compression flange. If the
crimp is in the tension flange, then a large crimp degree is necessary to reach the
compression zone, but if the crimp is in compression flange, then the crimp immediately
disrupts the stress in the compression zone and decreases the ultimate moment capacity
of the beam. Figure 5.3 shows the correlation between the B dimension and moment
capacity of the crimped beam if the crimp is located in the tension flange of the beam.
Equation 6 was developed to predict the moment capacity of a beam if the crimp was
placed in the tension flange depending on the degree of the crimp.
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Figuree 5.3 Tension
n Flange Criimp Momentt Capacity

cos 8

(6)

Figuree 5.4 showss the correllation betweeen the crim
mp degree aand the mooment
he crimp is in the com
mpression flaange, and Equation 7 w
was developed to
caapacity if th
prredict the moment capaccity of interm
mediate crim
mp degrees inn the compreession flangee.
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Figure 5..4 Compresssion Flange C
Crimp Mom
ment Capacityy

1

sin 16

(7)

5.5 CURVED
D BEAM AN
NALYSIS
To compare the performance
p
would
of a crimpeed beam to tthat of a currved beam w
be helpful in determining
g which meth
hod would bbe more efficient as a sttructural mem
mber.
To
T make this comparison
n, the stress of
o a curved bbeam with a cross-section similar too that
of the crimpeed beams was
w evaluated
d. There weere two metthods that w
were employyed to
atttempt the comparison: The Winkleer-Bach equaation, and thhe curved beeam methodd with
ciircumferentiial stress [Bo
oresi 2003]. A sample ddiagram show
wing the layyout and thee load
th
hat was appllied in the an
nalysis can be
b seen in F
Figure 5.5. Figure 5.5 shhows a 3.0 degree
crrimped beam
m under com
mpression loaading, and tthe dimensioonal equivaleent curved bbeam.
The
T cross-secctional dimen
nsions of thee curved beaam were assumed to be identical to those
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ound in Figu
ure 3.3 which match the nominal dim
mensional ddimensions oof an 600S1662-54
fo
Cold-formed
C
steel beam.

Figu
ure 5.5 Samp
ple Layout Comparison
C
of Crimped and Curvedd Beams

5.5.1. Winkler-B
Bach Equattion. An atttempt was m
made to caalculate whaat the
caapacity wou
uld be of 600
0S162-54 CF
FS beams woould be if thhe beams weere curved arround
a point ratherr than crimp
ped. To achieeve this anaalysis, two m
methods werre employedd. The
fiirst was thee Winkler-Bach formulaa as shown in the 20004 Automotiive Steel D
Design
Manual.
M
Thiss formula uses a param
meter knownn as Z, whicch differs ddepending onn the
geometry of the
t beam. Fo
or a C-sectio
on beam:
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1

ln

ln

ln

ln
(8)

This parameter Z is then used in the Winkler-Bach equation to calculate the stress
in the curved beam. Table 5.7 shows the result of these calculations, where fb is the stress
in the curved beam.

Table 5.7 Winkler-Bach Curved Beam Results
Beam

bf (in)

af i (in)

af o

tf

Z

M(kip-in)

fb (ksi)

0.5C

1.5684

685

691

0.0566

-0.0699

33.685

0.135

1.5C
3.0C
0.5T
1.5T
3.0T

1.5684
1.5684
1.5684
1.5684
1.5684

227
111
685
227
111

233
117
691
233
117

0.0566
0.0566
0.0566
0.0566
0.0566

-0.0698
-0.0695
-0.0699
-0.0698
-0.0695

25.802
14.889
45.886
45.352
38.267

0.345
0.470
0.162
0.416
0.549

The M in the table is the moment that was applied to the curved beam’s crimped
counterpart. When compared to the stresses that were seen by the crimped beams in Table
5.4, the amount of stress that was expected in a similar curved beam was low. Upon
further review of the Winkler-Bach equations, it was determined this equation was used
for curved beams that possessed larger cross-sectional areas than the 600S162-54 beam,
as well as a much smaller radius of curvature. The Winkler-Bach equation was also
applied to cross-sections that were less slender and thus less prone to local buckling. For
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this reason, the Winkler-Bach equation was found to be a poor predictor of the moment
capacity of a curved 600S162-54 CFS beam.
5.5.2. Curved Beam Circumferential Stresses. This method evaluates the
circumferential stress of a curved beam by using a parameter, Am, which is determined by
the integral of the change in area over the radius of the beam.

/

(9)

The Am formula can be used on many different cross-sections to evaluate their
stress at applied moments, and is therefore applicable to any cross-section that could be
simplified to geometric shapes. With this general applicability, the circumferential stress
equation was employed to evaluate the stress of curved beams that were similar in cross
section and applied moments to their crimped counterparts. The results of the
circumferential stress equation can be seen in Table 5.8.

Table 5.8. Circumferential Stress in Curved Beams
Beam

A (in2)

af i

af o

Am (in)

R (in)

M (kip-in)

0.5C
1.5C
3.0C
0.5T
1.5T
3.0T

0.556
0.556
0.556
0.556
0.556
0.556

685
227
111
685
227
111

691
233
117
691
233
117

0.0030
0.0089
0.0180
0.0030
0.0089
0.0180

688
230
114
688
230
114

33.685
25.802
14.889
45.886
45.352
38.267

σ θθ inner (ksi) σ θθ outer (ksi)
-0.088
-0.201
-0.233
-0.120
-0.353
-0.598

-0.088
-0.203
-0.237
-0.120
-0.356
-0.609
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Like the Winkler-Bach equation, this method also predicts low compression stress
values. When compared to experimental results they were found to have a poor
correlation to the predicted values. Because of these values and similar past examples, the
conclusion was made that this method was also intended for beams with cross-sections
with larger areas, and a much smaller radius of curvature. This method also doesn’t take
into account the effect of local buckling that occurs in slender members, so for this
reason, the circumferential stress equation was found to also be a poor predictor of the
stress in a curved 600S162-54 CFS beam.
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6. CONCLUSION
A small amount of crimping such as the 0.5 or 1.5 degree crimp in the tension
flange did not significantly affect the ultimate moment capacity of the beam. The 3.0
degree crimp in the tension fiber reduced the moment capacity somewhat, but the loss of
capacity was smaller than if the crimp was placed in the compression fiber of the beam. If
the crimp was placed in the compression flange of the beam, then losses accumulated
quickly, with the 0.5 degree crimp failing at 75% of the straight beam’s moment capacity,
the 1.5 degree crimp failing at 50% of the straight beam’s moment capacity, and the 3.0
degree crimp failing at 33% of the straight beam’s moment capacity. The presence of the
reinforcing band was found to have minimal effect on the ultimate moment capacity
except for the 1.5 degree crimp in compression. This increase was neglected in the
strength reduction factors in Table 5.3.
The crimping process resulted in larger deflection at service level loads for all
beams, when compared to straight beams. The larger deflections were a result of the
decrease in the beam’s effective moment of inertia from the crimps in the beam. Larger
crimping degrees resulted in greater losses in the effective moment of inertia. The
presence of the reinforcing band over the crimp did increase the beam’s effective moment
of inertia, and therefore decreased the amount of deflection at service level loads. For this
reason, it is advised to use the reinforcing band if excessive deflection is a concern.
Crimped beams can be used in design, but their use should include the appropriate
strength reduction factor from Table 5.3 to account for their decreased moment capacity
compared to the straight beam, and should take into account the appropriate deflection
requirement for the application.
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7. FUTURE RESEARCH
This research served as the initial steps for a better understanding of the behavior
of crimped cold-formed steel beams, with a focus specifically on the crimp size and the
presence of the reinforcing band. Additional factors should be considered if and when
additional tests are to be performed. The additional considerations include variable rivet
spacing, axial forces, and other crimp sizes.
Future research should be a broader study of the geometry of the cross-section.
Different material thicknesses should be used and other beam depths should be crimped
and evaluated to study how the crimp changes the ultimate moment capacity, and the
effective moment of inertia of the beam.
The rivets restraining the reinforcing strap were randomly placed, and this
randomness created smaller and larger distances of the strap that were not restrained
against the beam. The larger unrestrained sections could allow for premature buckling of
the member. It is recommended a study should be done based on the distance between
rivets that restrain the reinforcing strap to the member is limited to a certain distance, and
then the extent to which the varying distance between rivets affects the moment capacity
can be ascertained.
An unexplained phenomenon is the fact that the only beam that saw an increase in
moment capacity is the 1.5 degree crimp in the compression fiber. A reasoning for this
was presented showing that the increased moment capacity occurred because of the
movement of the neutral axis and subsequent change in compressive stress. While this
showed the reasoning for the increased moment capacity, it did not explain why this
moment capacity increase only occurred in the 1.5 degree crimp in the compression
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flange. Further research should be conducted to ascertain the reason for the moment
capacity increase.
The members only experienced bending forces during the testing for this research.
In the field, during construction and during service, these members would also experience
axial forces and shear stresses. Experimentation in the presence of axial forces along with
bending stress and shear stress should be conducted to assess how these forces would
interact under various combinations of axial and bending loads. Both tensile and
compressive loads should be tested with the crimp in the compression fiber and tension
fiber. The inclusion of axial loads on these members could change the strength and
serviceability capacities of these members greatly.
Further testing should be done on intermediate crimp sizes between 0.5, 1.5 and
3.0. The equations that were presented in Section 5.4 should be compared with the tested
values that are gained from further testing, and the equations should be refined to better
represent the moment capacity as it changes with the size of the crimps.
The manufacturer indicates that the degree bends can be as high as 7.0 degrees, so
beams with deeper indentations should be assessed for their strength and serviceability
under structural loads. The manufacturer also constructs with crimped beams that have
large holes punched in the web of the beam. This is done to allow bracing, wiring and
other construction necessities to pass through the member, but it also reduces the strength
and serviceability capacities of the beams further. The effect of these holes should be
assessed as an additional variable to understand how they interact with the crimp
geometry to affect the capacity of the beams.
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APPENDIX A
MOMENT-DEFLECTION GRAPHS – ALL BEAM TYPES
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Figurre A.1 0.5 Deegree Crimpp in the Tension Fiber

Figure A.2
A 0.5 Degreee Crimp annd Band in Te
Tension Fiberr

51

Figuree A.3 0.5 Degree Crimp in Compresssion Fiber

Figure A.4 0.5 Degree Crimp and B
Band in Com
mpression Fibber

52

Figure A.5 1.5 Degree
D
Crim
mp in Tensioon Fiber

Figure A.6
A 1.5 Degreee Crimp annd Band in Te
Tension Fiberr
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Figuree A.7 1.5 Degree Crimp in Compresssion Fiber

Figure A.8 1.5 Degree Crimp and B
Band in Com
mpression Fibber

54

Figure A.9 3.0 Degree
D
Crim
mp in Tensioon Fiber

Figure A.10 3.0 Degrree Crimp annd Band in T
Tension Fibeer

55

Figure A.11 3.0 Deegree Crimpp in Compresssion Fiber

Figure A.12
2 3.0 Degree Crimp and B
Band in Com
mpression Fiiber
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Figuree A.13 Straigght Beam
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APPENDIX B
Derivation of Equations
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Derivation of Equation (1)
Assumptions


The two point loads in the experiment were perfectly equal



The two point loads in the experiment were perfectly symmetrically spaced

Begin with Simple beam – Two Equal Concentrated Loads Symmetrically Placed
Deflection Equation.
24

3

4

3

4

3

4

Multiply both sides by I
24
Divide both sides by Δ
24

Assume that Moment of Inertia under service loading is constant, and does not cause
yielding in the member. Moment at Service loading is 60% of ultimate Moment Capacity.

0.6
Combine these equations to get calculation for Moment of Inertia at Service loading.
0.6

3

4
24
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Derivation
D
of Equation (2)
Assumptions
A


The am
mount by wh
hich the mom
ment capacitty decreasedd was directlly proportionnal to
the am
mount of B dimension
d
in
n the compreession zone.

Take acco
ount for perccentage of dc that is occuupied by B ddimension
1

%
100%

%
100%
Derivation
D
of Equation (3)
Begin
B
with th
he stress grad
dient diagram
m for a smalll B dimensioon of a crim
mp that is in tthe
teension flangee of the beam
m

Iff the B dimension of the crimp is sm
maller than thhe depth of thhe tension zoone

Then dc is nott affected byy the B dimeension
%

0
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Iff the B dimension of the crimp is larg
ger than the depth of thee tension zonne

Then
T
the com
mpression zon
ne of the beaam is affecteed by the crim
mp’s geomeetry, and the
percentage off dc that is afffected by th
he B dimensiion (%B) is aas follows
%

100%

Derivation
D
of Equation (4)
Begin
B
with th
he stress grad
dient diagram
m for the B ddimension oof a crimp thaat is in the
co
ompression flange of thee beam.
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Because
B
the crimp
c
is in th
he compression flange o f the beam, tthe B dimennsion is
au
utomatically
y in the comp
pression zon
ne of the beam
m’s stress grradient diagrram.
The
T percentag
ge of the com
mpression zo
one that is afffected by thhe B dimensiion is
%

1

100%

Derivation
D
of Equation (5)
Assumptions
A


y
has not
n occurred
d in the beam
m’s cross-secction
Full yielding

Using
U
the theorem of sim
milar triangles, a relationsship betweenn the size off the beam annd
th
he tension an
nd compression stresses can be creatted.

Multiply
M
each
h side by σy and σc

Solve so that dc is on one side of the equation
e

Factor out dc
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Solve for dc

Derivation of Equation (6) and (7)
These equations were created to be a fit to the experimental data points that would predict
the capacity of intermediate crimp degrees. These equations should be verified with
future testing and research.
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